PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

1. PERFORMANCE PER 113-00111 SPECIFICATION. IN THE EVENT OF CONFLICTING INFORMATION, THIS DRAWING OVERRIDES SPECIFICATION 113-00111.

2. DEVICE CONFIGURATION:
   A. ROTATION: CW (S TO N)
   B. INPUT POLARIZATION: SEE MODEL NUMBER
      • ISOLATED BEAM REJECTED AS SHOWN FOR INPUT POLARIZATIONS
   C. OUTPUT POLARIZATION: INPUT POLARIZATION +45°
      • REVERSE LIGHT REJECTED AS SHOWN FOR OUTPUT POLARIZATIONS
   D. OUTPUT WAVEPLATE ORIENTATION: SEE MODEL NUMBER
   E. OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 22°C
   F. CENTER WAVELENGTH: SEE MODEL NUMBER

NOTES:

3. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY

4. AR COATING RANGES: NARROWBAND PERFORMANCE
   • 1045-1080nm

FINISH 2: SURFACE FINISH: 63 MICRO INCH [1.6 RMS MICRON]

FINISH 1: MATL: [ ]